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ABSTRACT

Analytical benefits of variable-camber capability on subsonic transport aircraft are explored. Using

aerodynamic performance models, including drag as a function of deflection angle for control surfaces of

interest, optimal performance benefits of variable camber are calculated. Results demonstrate that if all

wing trailing-edge surfaces are available for optimization, drag can be significantly reduced at most

points within the flight envelope. The optimization approach developed and illustrated for flight uses

variable camber for optimization of aerodynamic efficiency (maximizing the lift-to-drag ratio). Most

transport aircraft have significant latent capability in this area. Wing camber control that can affect

performance optimization for transport aircraft includes symmetric use of ailerons and flaps. In this

paper, drag characteristics for aileron and flap deflections are computed based on analytical and wind-

tunnel data. All calculations based on predictions for the subject aircraft and the optimal surface

deflection are obtained by simple interpolation for given conditions. An algorithm is also presented for

computation of optimal surface deflection for given conditions. Benefits of variable camber for a

transport configuration using a simple trailing-edge control surface system can approach more than

10 percent, especially for nonstandard flight conditions. In the cruise regime, the benefit is 1-3 percent.

NOMENCLATURE

c 1

C D

CDanalytical

CD i

CDln

CDln

CDlnin(5)

CDlnin(5 = O)

CDtest

C L

CLlnax

CLlnax(5)

CLlnax(5 = O)

CLlnin

CL °

CLo(5 = O)

C m

Symbols

mean aerodynamic chord, ft

specific fuel consumption, min -1

drag coefficient

analytical drag coefficient in a given area

induced drag coefficient

balance drag

relative balance drag, C91n/C 9

C91ni n for 5 ¢ 0

C91ninfOr 5 = 0

drag coefficient from wind-tunnel test

aircraft lift coefficient

maximum wing lift coefficient

CLlna x for 5 ¢ 0

CLlna x for 5 = 0

minimum wing lift coefficient

lift coefficient in point CDlni n

CLo for 5 = 0

pitching-moment coefficient
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D
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L

L/D
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P_

q

Re

S

St

T

W

wf

X
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8

A

ACD c

ACDnp

A CDnpLma x

A CDnpLmi n

AC
Dwave

ACLo((_)

pressure coefficient

drag force, lbf

aerodynamic efficiency (E = L/D = CL/C D)

change in E, percent

ratio ofC LtoC Dfor8 = 0

efficiency factor in formula of induced drag

lift force, lbf

lift-to-drag ratio

Mach number

critical Mach number

free-stream Mach number

air pressure in given point, lbf/ft 2

free-stream static pressure, lbf/ft 2

dynamic pressure, lbf/ft 2

Reynolds number

wing platform area, ft 2

stabilizer platform area, ft 2

thrust, lbf

gross weight, lb

fuel consumption rate, lb/min

change in fuel consumption, percent

distance from leading edge, ft

distance between the (5/4) wing and (_/4) stabilizer, ft

angle of attack, deg

flap angle or deflection of trailing edge (positive is down), deg

change

correction of parabolic polar

increment of C D between parabolic variation and nonparabolic variation for

high and low lift coefficients

increment of C D for region near CLm.x

increment of C D for region near CLmin

additional wave drag coefficient for (M > M r )

change of coefficient CLo in point CDmin from angle of trailing edge
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ACLwave

AM

change in C L where wave drag appears

additional pitching moment from trailing edge

max maximum

min minimum

opt optimum

t horizontal tail

wing wing

Subscripts

INTRODUCTION

Aircraft efficiency is an important factor for airline operation. Fuel costs can approach 50 percent of

airline operating expense for some modem, wide-body, long-range transports. A 3-percent reduction of

fuel consumption can produce savings of as much as $300,000/yr for each aircraft. 1 Variable-camber

control of the wing for drag reduction throughout the flight mission using existing control surfaces can

provide the ability to realize these savings. Variable camber is ideally suited for future aircraft because

the available control surfaces can be used throughout the flight envelope: flaps used for takeoff and

landing and ailerons used for routine turning maneuvers can be used in combination to provide variable-

camber control during cruise flight. In addition to these savings, reduced fuel consumption results in

equivalent reductions in atmospheric gas emissions, which is an increasingly important environmental

issue.

Many issues enter into performance optimization for transport aircraft. 2-5 Foremost, the potential for

optimization must exist, which implies redundant control effect capability (that is, more than one means

of trimming the forces and moments to obtain a steady-state flight condition). Most transport aircraft

have significant capability in this area; taking maximum advantage of this capability is the theme of this

paper. Controls and variables that potentially can play a role in performance optimization for current- and

future-generation transport aircraft include the elevator, horizontal stabilizer, outboard aileron, inboard

aileron, flaps, slats, rudder, center of gravity, and differential thrust.

The Advanced Fighter Technology Integration (AFTI)/F-111 Mission Adaptive Wing (MAW)

program developed and demonstrated the potential of using variable-camber control to optimize cruise

and maneuver flight conditions for fighter configurations. 6' 7 In general, the objective was to have the

ability to actively modify airfoil camber, spanwise camber distribution, and wing sweep in flight while

maintaining a smooth and continuous airfoil surface. Features of the mission adaptive wing included

cruise camber control to maximize vehicle efficiency during straight and level flight; maneuver camber

control; maneuver load control; and maneuver enhancement and gust alleviation.

Preliminary design work has been performed for implementing variable camber into the A-330/340
2

transport and other aircraft. In addition, numerous reports document trajectory optimization algorithms
4,5and their benefits relative to the economics of commercial transports. In fact, all large transports

3



currently being produced have onboard flight management systems that "optimize" the aircraft trajectory

to minimize cost as a function of flight time and fuel price. 8 However, the commonality of all these

algorithms is that the model used for performance optimization is the predicted base configuration; no

ability exists to use variable-geometry features that are available with redundant control surfaces.

NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (Edwards, California) has developed drag-reduction

technologies for transport aircraft. The realizable performance benefits typically are smaller for transport

aircraft than for fighter aircraft, and as such, the task is challenging. These technologies include the

application of measurement-based optimum control for performance improvement using variable-

geometry concepts (redundant control effects). For example, symmetric aileron deflection can be applied

to optimally recamber the wing to minimize drag for all aircraft configurations and flight conditions. 1

For fly-by-wire transports, the modification can be as simple as loading new flight management

system and control display unit software. Transport aircraft with mechanical systems additionally require

relatively simple control hardware modifications.

This analytical study explores the potential benefits of variable-camber capability on subsonic

transport aircraft. Using aerodynamic performance models of the aircraft, including control-surface drag

effects, optimum performance benefits of variable camber can be calculated. The optimization

(maximizing the lift-to-drag ratio, L/D ) typically is minimization of aircraft drag for various aircraft

configurations and flight conditions. This paper presents a method for computing optimally predicted

surface deflection for given flight conditions and predicted drag characteristics for aileron and flap

deflections based on analytical and wind-tunnel data.

WING CAMBER CONTROL BACKGROUND

The Wright brothers' attempt to alter lift characteristics using wing warping may be viewed as the

first practical application of varying camber. Subsequent aircraft designs have employed leading- and

trailing-edge devices to improve low-speed takeoff and landing performance. The challenge, however, is

to include cruise flight in the variable-camber concept in order to maximize the benefits of having a full-

envelope variable-camber capability. 1-3

Current subsonic-transport design results in a point-design configuration with the exception of flap

usage at low-speed flight conditions. By necessity, the final configuration is a major compromise among

a multitude of design considerations. Additional operational constraints include air-traffic-control

directives (speed and altitude), loading (cargo and fuel), center of gravity, flight length, variations in

manufacturing, aging, and asymmetries. 3

Current-generation aircraft have a wide range of control surfaces that can be adapted to provide

varying degrees of variable-camber capability. These surfaces include the elevator, horizontal stabilizer,

outboard aileron, inboard aileron, outboard flaps, and inboard flaps.

Mechanical and software changes would be required to implement variable camber in current-

generation aircraft, and some surfaces are significantly simpler to use than others. Ideally, variable

camber should be designed into the aircraft rather than retrofitted. Such a design would have benefits

because the aerodynamic tailoring would be optimized for application of variable camber. A variable-

camber aircraft will be modestly more complex than current-generation aircraft. 6' 7, 9, 10
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ANALYTICAL DEVELOPMENT OF VARIABLE-GEOMETRY

WING CAMBER OPTIMIZATION

The equations describing the influence of camber in the calculated performance of a generic-transport

wing profile are developed based on theoretical concepts and wind-tunnel data. The equations for lift

and drag coefficients are expanded to include all effects for a typical transport wing. The application of

the variable-camber feature is noted as the development progresses. Emphasis is placed on showing the

effects of variable camber.

and

Development of Low-Speed Lift and Drag Coefficient Expressions
as a Function of Camber

Aircraft lift coefficient (CL) and drag coefficient (CD) can be defined as

C L = L/qS (1)

C D = D/qS. (2)

Lift and drag coefficients are complex functions of profile shape, angle of attack (o0, wing

planform (S), Mach number (M), Reynolds number (Re), and so forth. These functions may be found

from computation, wind-tunnel testing, or flight testing.

The aerodynamic results are typically presented as graphs of

C L = f(oQ, (3)

C D = f(o0, (4)

C D = f(CL). (5)

and

Figures 1-3 show typical variations of these functions for low-speed (no shock wave) flight. In the region

where the CL variation with o_ is approximately linear, the curves of equations (4) and (5) have parabolic

shape. A very important characteristic of transport aircraft is the maximum L/D achievable in cruise

flight,

L/D = CL/CD, (6)

which figure 4 shows as a function of C L. The objective of performance optimization is to maximize the

L/D at all cruise flight conditions.

5



Forlow speed(lessthanMach0.6),theformula of C D can be approximated by

C D = CDmin -t- CDi ,

where CDminiS the minimum of C D, and CDi is drag induced by the lift force. The

approximated by

CDi = K(C L- CLo)2 ,

(7)

CDi can be

(8)

where CLo is the lift coefficient in point CDmin (fig. 3), and K is the efficiency factor. In particular, K

depends on the aspect ratio of the wing and Mach number.

Outside of the parabolic region, the nonparabolic variations can be found using wind-tunnel testing.

An expression for C D over the full range of C L is:

C D = CDmin + CDi + ACDnp(CL), (9)

where AC D is the increment of C D between the parabolic variation and the nonparabolic variation for
np

high and low lift coefficients--in other words, the increment of CD in regions near CLm,x and CLmin

(figs. 1 and 3):

or

= (10)
ACDnp ACDnpLma x

ACDn p = ACDnpLmi n.
(11)

Influence of Shape on Aerodynamics

The wing trailing edge has a strong influence on the aerodynamics of a given wing profile. In the

subsonic region, increasing camber (increasing downward flap deflection, 8 ) requires less 0{ for a fixed

CL, or increases the coefficient C L for a constant 0{ (fig. 5). 11 The linear region of C L as a function of 0{

is also increased to a larger C L. The maximum CL also increases (fig. 5):

CLmax(8 ) = CLmax(8 = 0) + ACLmax(8 ) . (12)

The coefficient CDmin increases (fig. 6) by the relation

CDmin(8 ) = CDmin(8 = 0) + ACDmin(8 ) . (13)



Theflap deflectionchangesthelift coefficientfor minimum drag CLo

The coefficient CLo equals

by the amount ACLo(6 ) (fig. 6).

CLo(8 ) = CLo(8 = O) + ACLo(8 ), (14)

where ACLo(_ ) is the change in CLo caused by trailing-edge deflection (fig. 6). Figure 7 shows typical

variations of the ACLo(6 ) and ACLm,x(6) as a function of 5.

Influence of Mach Number on Aerodynamics

For high-speed (transonic) flight (Mach 0.6_).9), development of a normal shock wave on the upper

airfoil surface results in additional drag effects (fig. 8). At speeds faster than the critical Mach number

(Met), where the velocity of certain regions on the upper surface reach the speed of sound, the

coefficients CL, C D, and K also depend on Mach number. The critical Mach number, typically between

Mach 0.6 and 0.8, depends on the airfoil profile and the position of the profile to the direction of flow

(angle of attack of the wing).

Camber or flap deflection also influences the critical Mach number. A nonsupercritical profile

(without flap deflection) may incur supercritical properties with a slight flap deflection. In this case, the

pressure coefficient (Cp) distribution of the surface profile is changed (fig. 9):

Cp = (p-poo)/q. (15)

The maximum Cp is decreased and a strong shock wave becomes a weak shock wave for small camber
increases. As a result, the critical Mach number increases.

When the Mach number is greater than the critical Mach number, C D increases by the additional

wave drag increment, ACDw,v e (fig. 10).

ACDwav e = ACDwave((C L- ACLwave(M, 8)), M) (16)

The ACDw,wdepends on the C L (IX) of the wing in the transonic speed regime. For small lift
coefficients, figure 10 shows the drag form is approximately parabolic in the transonic range from

point A to point B. For lift coefficients greater than point B at transonic speeds, a normal shock wave

develops that produces an additional wave drag component [C D = f(CL), which departs from an

approximately parabolic curve (fig. 10) when the CL is greater than point B]. After adding

equations (13) and (16), equation (9) now has a form

C D = CDmin + CDi + ACDn p + ACDmin + ACDwav e . (17)

For 6 > 0, the point where C D = f(CL) departs from a parabola is increased by the value

ACLwav e = ACLwave(M, (_). (18)

7



Note that the break from parabolic shape caused by the shock wave can occur in the linear region of

CL(O¢).

Figures 11-16 show typical variations of C D , CDmin, K, ACLwave, and ACDwav e as a function of M

and Mcr. Figure 17 shows typical polars as a function of _.

Influence of Pitching Moments on Aerodynamics

The cambering effects, discussed in previous sections, also introduce pitching-moment effects that

require aircraft retrimming using the horizontal tail. A positive increase in camber on the wing normally

produces a negative pitching moment, which in turn must be balanced by a negative lift force at the

horizontal tail that produces a moment tending to cancel the moment from the wing cambering.

Consequently, the wing must produce an additional positive lift force for a fixed weight condition. The

additional positive lift force produces additional induced drag. The benefit from variable camber will thus

decrease.

An estimate of the effects that pitching moments have on the performance benefits of variable camber

is derived as follows: The additional pitching moment caused by flap deflection is

AM = ACmqS?, (19)

where AC m is the pitching-moment coefficient increment. This moment must be balanced by an
additional moment of horizontal tail,

where the tail lift force is

AM t = ALtX = ACLtqStX,

AL t = ACLtqS t

and X is the distance between the (?/4) wing and (?/4) stabilizer.

Setting equations (19) and (20) equal,

ACLt = ACmS_/(StX).

The increase in wing lift can be expressed as

ALwing = ACLqS.

Summing equations (21) and (23) and setting them equal to 0 yields

AC L = -ACLtSt/S .

(20)

(21)

(22)

(23)

(24)



Because the induced drag coefficient of the wing is

CDi = K(C L- CLo)2 ,

the incremental drag coefficient caused by pitching-moment effects is

• . )2ACDm = CDl(with flaps) - CDl(no flaps) = K(C L + AC E- CLo)2- K(C L- CLo .

Simplifying the above yields

ACDm = K[2ACL(C L- CLo) + ACL2].

Substituting equation (22) into equation (24) produces

AC E = -ACm_/X.

Substituting equation (26) into equation (25) produces

(25)

ACDm = K I-2ACm(CL-CLo)c/X + (ACmC/X)21 .

(26)

(27)

This term then is added to the previous drag expression of equation (18). The percentage of drag change,

ACDm, of ACDmtO the C D of equation (18) is

m

ACDm = (AC D /CD) • 100 percent. (28)
m

General Correction for Nonparabolic Polar

The drag equation development has assumed a parabolic shape to the point of wave drag occurring. If

wind-tunnel data are available in the region of low lift coefficients and indicate a nonparabolic drag polar,

a correction term can be added for the difference between the assumed parabolic shape and the wind-

tunnel data (fig. 3). This correction term can be expressed as

AC D = AC D (CL). (29)
c c

Summary of Equations

Summarizing the derivation of C D by substituting the terms from equations (9)-(11), (16), (17), (27),

and (29), the aircraft drag coefficient can be rewritten as:

(30)
C D = CDmin(8 = O) + ACDmin(8 ) + ACDnp(CL, 8) + CDi(CL, CLo(8), M)

+ ACDw.w[C L - ACLw.w(M, 8), M] + ACDm(C L, 8) + ACDc(CL).

9



C D is the total drag, CDmin(5 = 0) is the minimum of drag coefficient (figs. 2 and 3), and ACDmin(5 ) is

the increment minimum drag coefficient from flap (eq. (13) and fig. 6).

ACDn p = ACDnpLmax(CL) + ACDnpLmin(CL, 8),

where ACDnpLmax(CL) is the increment C D in region CLmax (eq. (10)) and ACDnpLmin(CL, 8), is the

increment C D in the region CLmin (eq. (11) and fig. 3).

CDi , the induced drag coefficient (eqs. (8) and (14) and fig. 3), is

CDi = K(M). (C L- CLo(5 = 0)-ACLo(5))2, (31)

where K(M) is the efficiency coefficient (eq. (8)); and AC L (5) is the change coefficient C L , which
o o

depends on the angle of deflection, 5 (fig. 6).

ACDwave[(C L -ACLwave(M, 5)), M]

is the increment of drag coefficient from (M, 5 ) in equation (16).

AC L (M, 5)
wave

fig. 16).

is the increment of lift coefficient from change pressure distribution (eq. (16) and

ACDm = K[- 2ACm(CL- CLo)_/X + (ACm_/X) 2] - balance drag (eq. (27)).

CLo = CLo(5 = 0) + ACLo(5),

and ACDc(CL) is the correction of the parabolic polar to the real polar for a few lift coefficients.

Influence of the Lift-to-Drag Ratio on Fuel Consumption

Fuel consumption is proportional to the aircraft total thrust:

= ClT ,

(32)

(33)

where wf is the fuel consumption rate, T is the thrust of all airplane engines, and c 1 is the specific fuel
consumption and is assumed constant at cruise conditions. At stabilized cruise conditions,

T = W/E. (34)

10



Substitutingequation(34)into equation(33),

whereE = L/D =

Notingthat

then

wf = ClW/E, (35)

CL/C D. Find dwf/dE"

dwf = -clWdE/E 2. (36)

d_f = (dwf/wf ) • 100 percent = (dwf E/ClW). 100 percent, (37)

dE = (dE/E) • 100 percent.

The percent of fuel consumption is related to the percent of the aerodynamic efficiency L/D as

(38)

d_f = -dE. (39)

CALCULATION OF VARIABLE-CAMBER BENEFITS FOR

A TYPICAL WIDE-BODY TRANSPORT

As observed from equations (1)-(39), the aerodynamics of a variable-camber configuration using

only trailing-edge control surfaces are complex and depend on factors such as trailing-edge deflection,

Mach number, and so forth. This section expands on the theoretical development of the previous section

and develops the example database from which the variable-camber benefits can be calculated. Figure 18

shows the L-1011 transport (Lockheed Corporation, Burbank, California) selected as a representative

aircraft to demonstrate the benefits of variable camber.

Database Development

This section develops an appropriate database. The available L-1011 data do not contain many of the

required parameters; thus, these parameters were obtained from other sources. Using flight data would be

ideal; lacking that, wind-tunnel or analytical data must be used. This section takes the terms of

equation (30) and discusses the development of the database for each term. The database developed in

this section is then used to calculate benefits that will be discussed in the next section.
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C D

The term C D is obtained from unpublished L-1011 flight results. For this report, two conditions are
analyzed: Mach 0.60 for climb and descent regimes, and Mach 0.83 for cruise conditions. Figure 19

shows polars for these two conditions.

The approximate parabolic region used for this analysis is as follows:

Mach 0.60: C L = 0.12_).60
(40)

Mach 0.83: C L = 0.12_).50

Assuming a parabolic polar form of

C D = CDmin + K(C L- CLo)2 , (41)

a fit of the data (fig. 19) yields values of CDmin, K, and CLo for regions defined by equation (40). These
values are as follows:

Mach 0.60: CDmin = 0.0165 K = 0.0832 CLo = 0.12 (42)

Mach 0.83: CDmin = 0.018 K = 0.10547 CLo = 0.16 (43)

Figure 19 also shows the parabolic fits.

ACOmin(_)

The term ACDminrepresents how the minimum drag coefficient varies with respect to trailing-edge
control surface deflection, 8 (fig. 20). The term is calculated based on empirical data and techniques 1°

using a correction for smooth surface and data obtained from reference 12. The term is assumed to be

independent of Mach number.

ACDnp

At extreme values of eL, the actual drag polar begins to deviate and continues to deviate significantly

from the ideal parabolic variation (fig. 3). The variations at the extreme lift coefficients are estimated

based on empirical data and techniques of reference 10 and are shown in figure 21. For maximal lift

coefficients, CLmax(8)__ is determined:

CLmax(8 ) = CLmax(8 = O) + ACLmax(8),

where AC L (5) is obtained from figure 22 and C L (5 = 0) is obtained from a lift curve slope as
max max

indicated in figure 1.
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TheCL of interestis subtractedfrom CLmax; the ACDn p (fig. 21(a)) is then obtained from the curve.

This value is not a function of trailing-edge deflection, and no correction exists for CLm,x - C L > 0.1

(fig. 21(a)).

For minimal lift coefficients, the CDn p is read directly from figure 21(b) as a function of C L and flap
deflection, _. These values were estimated by the method described in reference 10.

ACLm,x is the maximum lift coefficient obtainable with trailing-edge control surface deflections.

This value is calculated by the method described in reference 10 (also refer to reference 13, chapter 3 and

reference 14). These terms are assumed to be independent of Mach number.

CD i

The term CDi represents the induced drag caused by C L (or angle-of-attack) variation:

CDi : K(C L- CLo(8 = 0) - ACLo(8))2;

K and CLo(6 = 0) are defined in the CDmin(_ = 0) section. CL is the lift coefficient of interest, and

ACLo(6 ) is the lift contribution caused by increased trailing-edge deflection (fig. 22). This lift

contribution is calculated by the method described in reference 10 (also see references 9-11, 13, 15,

and 16).

AC D
wave

As indicated earlier, the wave drag component is caused by the shock wave affecting the parabolic

shape of the drag polar. The wave drag correction term as a function of Mach number and

(C L - ACLw,ve) is obtained from figure 23; ACLw,v e as a function of Mach number and flap deflection

is obtained from figure 24. The estimate is based on data in reference 9, pages 398-406; reference 8,

pages 232-236; reference 15, pages 291-302; reference 13, page 107; and reference 11, pages 64-68.

AC D
m

The drag correction to pitching-moment balancing of the horizontal tail (eq. 27) is:

ACDm : K I- 2ACm(CL- CLo)C/X + (ACmC/X)21 ,

where AC m is obtained from figure 25 as a function of flap deflection. AC m is obtained from

reference 10.
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ACD c

This correction is the difference between the usual quadratic drag polar (eqs. (7) or (41)) and wind-

tunnel or flight data and is defined as:

ACDc = CDtes t - CDanalytica 1 •

Because the L-1011 database represents a combination of wind-tunnel and flight data, figures 26-27

show this correction for Mach 0.60 and Mach 0.83, respectively.

Calculation of Variable-Camber Benefit from Database

With both C L and C D now available, efficiency factors can be calculated. In this analysis, L/D will

be used as the measure of efficiency and will also be denoted by E:

E = L/D = CL/C D. (44)

The percentage change of the efficiency ratio is then

F, = [(E - Eo)/Eol • 100 percent, (45)

where E o = CL/C D at 6 = 0. The maximum efficiency is found by:

F"max = m_xF"(CL, M, 5) for fixed eL, M. (46)

These calculations result in the optimum trailing-edge (flap) deflection, _opt' for maximum efficiency:

_opt = f(CL, M). (47)

ESTIMATED BENEFITS OF VARIABLE CAMBER FOR

THE L-1011 EXAMPLE

Based on equations (1)-(39) and the aerodynamic database developed for the L-1011 aircraft, drag

polars as a function of the entire trailing-edge deflection are calculated, and then performance measures

are determined from these drag polars. The calculations are performed for two Mach numbers:

Mach 0.60, representing a climb or an off_tesign cruise point condition; and Mach 0.83, which is the

design cruise point of the aircraft.

Low-Speed Flight (Mach 0.60)

Figure 28 shows the family of drag polars as a function of flap deflection for Mach 0.60. These polars

have the classic quadratic shape because wave drag is not a factor at this Mach condition. The data for C L

as a function of C D (fig. 28) are then used to develop the L/D variations (fig. 29) that are shown as a

14



function of C L for a range of flap deflection. Figure 30 shows the percent of change in L/D for the

various flap conditions relative to the 0 ° flap-deflection condition. Figure 30 shows L/D as a strong

function of both C L and flap deflection; note that essentially no variable-camber benefit is available at

C L = 0.35. Figure 31 shows the locus of maximal L/D obtainable.

Figure 32 shows the flap deflection required to attain the maximal L/D at a given C L. The

variation shows that for very low lift coefficients, a negative (trailing-edge-up) deflection is required to

attain L/D improvements; whereas at lift coefficients greater than approximately 0.35, increasing flap

deflection is required to attain the maximal L/D as the C L increases. Cruise flight typically is in the C L

range of 0.4(M).50, and as such, the available L/D improvements produced by variable camber are rather

modest and in the range of 1-3 percent. As noted earlier, the percent of reduction in fuel consumption is

approximately equal to the percent of increase in L/D. The CDm effect was very small (approximately
3 percent) of the benefit.

Cruise Flight (Mach 0.83)

Figure 33 shows the family of drag polars as a function of flap deflection for Mach 0.83. Comparison

with the drag polars of figure 28 reveals the drag polars for Mach 0.83 are much more complex. The

transonic polar is more difficult to calculate because the drag has a complex dependency on Mach

number in the transonic regime and the aerodynamic data describing the influence of variable camber on

the polar are limited. A small, increasing deflection of trailing-edge surfaces at a constant CL can

decrease wave drag, thus delaying the increase of wave drag to a higher Mach number (fig. 9).

The data for C L as a function of C D (fig. 33) are used to develop the L/D variations (fig. 34), which

are presented as a function of CL for a range of flap deflection. Figure 35 shows the percent of change in

L/D as a function of CLfor various flap conditions relative to the 0 ° flap-deflection condition.

Figure 35 shows that essentially no variable-camber benefit is available at CL = 0.35, very similar to the

low-speed case. Figure 36 shows the locus of the maximal L/D as a function of CL; note that the benefit

peaks out at C L = 1.0.

Figure 37 shows the flap deflection required to attain the maximal L/D at a given C L. The variation

shows that for very low lift coefficients, a negative (trailing-edge-up) deflection is required to attain

L/D improvements; whereas at lift coefficients greater than approximately 0.35, increasing flap

deflection is required to attain the maximal L/D as the C L increases. Cruise flight typically is in the C L

range of 0.4(M).50, and as such, the available L/D improvements produced by variable camber are

rather modest and in the range of 1-3 percent. As noted earlier, the percent of reduction in fuel

consumption is approximately equal to the percent of increase in L/D.

Application of Variable Camber

The methodology developed in this report assumes application to aileron-type trailing-edge surfaces,

even in the span locations normally occupied by flaps. Although the benefits discussed in this report

could be obtained with software changes in fly-by-wire aircraft for the aileron surfaces, major

modifications would be required to develop a system to obtain small deflections for the flaps. Ideally, the
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benefitsof variablecamberwill bemaximizedwith future-generationaircraftin whichvariablecamberis
includedin the original design.Thesefuture designscould include leading-edgecontrol andvariable-
camberfeaturesmorerevolutionarythanthesimpletrailing-edgerotationdiscussedin this report.

Thebenefitsof optimizationusingvariablecamberdiscussedin thisreportinvolvemaximizingL/D;
this effect can thenbe usedin variousways.For example,insteadof savingfuel, the missioncanbe
flown at afasterspeedfor thesamefuel consumptionalesserspeedflown without optimizationhas.Or,
becauselessfuel is requiredfor the mission,the fuel weight reductioncanbe exploitedby increasing
payload(andthus,revenue).Because1lb of payloadcangenerateasmuchas30 timesthevalueof the
costof 1 lb of fuel, thesebenefitscanbehuge.For payload-or range-limitedaircraft,small increasesin
L/D canmean large increasesin revenue.The variable-camberbenefits arenot only applicableto
commercialtransportaircraft but alsoto military aircraft that quite often havevery large operational
flight envelopes,therebyincreasingthepotentialfor variable-camberbenefits.

Theconceptsdevelopedin thisreportcanalsobeappliedto supersonictransport-typeconfigurations,
fighter aircraft, andhelicopters.In addition,thetechnologycanbe appliedto any aerodynamicsurface
(propellers,largeturbineblades,varietiesof sails,andsoforth).17-20

CONCLUDING REMARKS

An analytical approach to assessing the potential benefits of variable camber on transport-category

aircraft has been developed. The methodology uses the lift-to-drag ratio, L/D, as the performance

parameter to be maximized. The aerodynamic model data required for actual calculations can be derived

from flight test, wind-tunnel, or analytical sources. The methodology was evaluated using the L-1011

aerodynamic model, which is representative of the long-range, wide-body transports for which the

application of variable camber would be most beneficial.

The evaluation of variable-camber benefits was conducted at two Mach numbers, Mach 0.60 and

Mach 0.83, and assumed full-span wing trailing-edge deflection capability. At Mach 0.60, the benefit

ranged from nearly 0 percent at a lift coefficient (CL) of 0.35 to a maximum of 9-12 percent at a CL range

of 0.8-1.2. At nominal cruise flight conditions, the benefit is 1-3 percent. The higher CL conditions of

climb and descent may enable obtaining benefits of 4 percent or more.

For Mach 0.83, the benefit is 1-3 percent in the cruise regime. The benefits are greater (a maximum

of 14 percent) in the region CL > 0.8, but this region is not used for cruise flight. The percent of fuel

consumption reduction essentially is equal to the percent of L/D increase at a given condition.

The pitching-moment effect on the L/D caused by wing cambering effects and associated horizontal

tail trim changes are approximately -3 percent of the variable-camber benefit in cruise regime. The

variable-camber benefits for nominal flight conditions are rather modest because commercial aircraft are

designed to be optimized for these nominal conditions. As such, the potential clearly exists for large

benefits as the aircraft is operated at conditions further from the nominal profile. Although operating

under such conditions would be rather infrequent for commercial operations, military operations have a

much broader flight envelope; thus, the potential exists for significant benefits.

The benefits resulting from the application of the variable-camber wing can be used to minimize fuel

consumption, maximize speed, maximize loiter time, and so forth. The benefits calculated in this report
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maynotexactlyduplicatewhatis seenin flight becauseof the inexactnatureof theprocess.However,the
benefitscalculatedaccuratelyreflecttrendsandprovideanindicationof thetypeof benefitsthatmightbe
seen.

Dryden Flight Research Center

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

Edwards, California, July 13, 1999
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Figure 1. Lift coefficient plotted as a function of angle of attack (schematic).
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Figure 2. Drag coefficient plotted as a function of angle of attack (schematic).
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Figure 5. Lift coefficient as a function of angle of attack and flap deflection (schematic).
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Figure 6. Airplane polar as a function of flap deflection (schematic).
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Figure 11. Drag coefficients as a function of Mach number and trailing-edge (flap) deflection
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Figure 12. Minimum drag coefficient as a function of Mach number (schematic).
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Figure 13. Efficiency factor K as a function of Mach number (schematic).
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Figure 15. Variation of wing drag coefficient with Mach number (schematic).
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Figure 17. Variation of drag polar as a function of trailing-edge deflection (schematic).
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Figure 18. The L-1011 airplane.
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Figure 19. Real and parabolic polar of the L-1011 airplane for Mach 0.60 and Mach 0.83.
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Figure 20. Decrement of minimum drag coefficient as a function of trailing-edge (flap) deflection.
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Figure 22. Decrement of the lift coefficient as a function of the trailing-edge (flap) deflection.
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Figure 23. Increment of wave drag coefficient as a function of the lift coefficient and Mach number.
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Figure 25. Incremental pitching moment from variable camber (flat-plate flap) from typical airfoil
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Figure 26. Correction on real polar for Mach 0.60.
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Figure 27. Correction on real polar for Mach 0.83.
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Figure 28. A family of polars of the L-1011 aircraft with variable camber for different deflection of

trailing-edge angles at Mach 0.60.
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Figure 31. Maximum increment of AL/D benefit at Mach 0.60.
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Figure 32. Optimal angle of trailing edge at Mach 0.60 (outer locus of fig. 30).
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Figure 33. A family of polars for different deflections of trailing-edge angles at Mach 0.83.
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Figure 35. Increment AE (percent) for different flap deflection at Mach 0.83.
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Figure 36. Maximum increment AL/D benefit at Mach 0.83.
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